SUPPLY AND DELIVERY OF POLYCARBONATE TRAFFIC SIGNAL HEADS

ISSUED: September 28, 2020
BY: Vic Hucko
TELEPHONE NO.: 204 - 986-4191

Please note the following and attached changes, corrections, additions, deletions, information and/or instructions in connection with the Request for Proposal, and be governed accordingly. Failure to acknowledge receipt of this Addendum in Paragraph 8 of Form A: Proposal may render your Proposal non-responsive.

PART B – BIDDING PROCEDURES

Revise: B2.1 to read: The Submission Deadline is 4:00 p.m. Winnipeg time, October 9, 2020.

PART E – SPECIFICATIONS

The following substitute has been approved in accordance with B6:

1. Innovative Traffic Solutions Yellow backboard 3x12 – PN: BAC333YP
2. Innovative Traffic Solutions Yellow backboard 4x12 – PN: BAC333YP
3. Innovative Traffic Solutions Black backboard 3x12 – PN: BAC333BP
4. Innovative Traffic Solutions Black backboard 4x12 – PN: BAC333BP
5. Chapel Hill 12” Traffic Head Yellow with visor – PN: TPY10NCCNEVN0N
6. Chapel Hill 12” Traffic Head Black with visor – PN: TPB10NCCNEVN0N
7. Chapel Hill 8” Traffic Head with visor – PN: EPY10NCCNEVN0N
8. Dialight Red LED module – PN: 4331210003XL
9. Dialight Amber LED module – PN: 4333230901XL
10. Dialight Green LED module – PN: 4332220001XL
11. Dialight Green Left Arrow LED module – PN: 4306370001

The above LED’s (items 8-11) and Traffic Heads (items 5-6) will make up the various traffic head configurations outlined Items 1 – 4 in the Bid Submission.